O.M. Scott & Sons introduces a longer-lasting fertilizer and a dry-applied granular fungicide for phythium and snowmold to its line of turf products called ProTurf. ProTurf Super Fairway Fertilizer (34-3-7-3) contains sulfur as SO₃. A blend of quick-release nitrogen urea with special slow-release nutrient nuggets produces quick greening for use on burmudagrass fairways and grasses of the Pacific Northwest. One 44-pound bag treats one-quarter acre. ProTurf Fungicide II is a ready-to-use granular that can be applied with a drop spreader. It is non-mercurial. A 27-pound bag treats one-quarter acre. 

Circle No. 101 on reader service card

EXCEL INDUSTRIES, INC., introduces the Excel Hustler Mower, which converts in two minutes into a snow thrower. An 18hp engine gives high capacity and clears a 54-inch swath at speeds up to nine miles an hour. The two-stage attachment includes an 18-inch auger and a 14-inch four-blade blower fan operating at 960 RPMs. Other attachments include a dozer blade, rotary broom, flail cutter, operator’s cab and tilt-deck trailer for transportation. Circle No. 102 on reader service card

TRUE DISTANCE, INC., has brought the accuracy of aerial photography to the production of golf scorecards. First, an aerial shot of the course is taken at a predetermined altitude. On one side of the card each hole is individually reproduced in detail with precise measurements from a number of key points along the fairway to the center of the green indicated by curvature lines. Each card is individually designed to the client’s specifications. The Pro-Model is printed in full color on heavy stock. It measures 6 inches by 12 inches and is scored to fold easily into a stand 4-inch by 6-inch size. According to the company, the cards provide the golfer with a more thorough knowledge of the course, as well as assistance in proper club selection. Prices on the Pro-Model are $.05 per scorecard on the original order and $.03 on reorders. Minimum quantity is 50,000, and delivery time is 45 days. Circle No. 103 on reader service card

THE POWER EQUIPMENT DIV., Anderson Power Products Inc., introduces a state-of-charge measuring instrument for golf car battery systems. The Charge-State Tester electronically reads the specific gravity of a lead-acid battery system and measures the resistance of the total battery system, which can steal away battery power. The Charge-State Tester is self-contained, portable, made of rugged construction and comes in models for golf cars, industrial and automotive uses. Circle No. 104 on reader service card

GOLD CREST LTD., introduces the Billy Casper Playback, an educational golf teaching device. The kit consists of a wallet, an instructional chart and 24 specially treated, pressure sensitive Playback papers. The papers are attached to the clubface and a slide-chart analyzer tells the golfer, after each swing, what he is doing wrong. Suggested retail price of Playback is $5 and is available in a merchandising display unit for golf club professionals. Circle No. 105 on reader service card

UNITED MOLDED PRODUCTS DIV., United Utensils Company, Inc., announces a new 20-page buyer’s guide illustrating and describing the company’s selection of molded, linear high density polyethylene tanks, drums, shipping barrels and hand trucks. The products shown have Food and Drug Administration approval and many have the U.S. Department of Agriculture approval, and are applicable to the food processing, chemical, commercial and industrial fields. Cylindrical, conical, sloped bottom and horizontal drums and tanks are available. Over 800 various sizes are listed for rectangular tanks alone. A compatibility chart and a page on fittings are included. Circle No. 106 on reader service card

KOOLING, INC., introduces a complete line of custom refrigeration systems in a wide range of capacities. The systems come on steel bases, are completely wired; lines are pre-charged. Circle No. 107 on reader service card